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The systemization of operation management in recent years has

reduced of the tasks of dispatchers in normal operation, but opera-

tion rescheduling to return train schedules to normal in transport

disruptions is not sufficiently systemized yet.  We have developed a

system to support a part of operation rescheduling tasks such as

changes to avoid danger or changes in train order, but we still have

not developed an operation rescheduling support system that

includes rescheduling in times such as train run cancellations,

changes of pendulum (shuttle) operation, extra train operations, and

temporary vehicle storage in the car depot.  And the currently devel-

oped system cannot be regarded as satisfactorily effective, because it

does not consider the total train schedule when rescheduling opera-

tion; and that causes even longer train delays in some circumstances.

Furthermore, we currently manually check operation of vehicles and

crew at vehicle depots and crew offices in liaison with dispatchers.

We have developed systems to support vehicle and crew operation

rescheduling too, but those have not brought about sufficient effect

in rescheduling work, as operation rescheduling by dispatchers is

done manually in succession.

Therefore, we have decided to develop an operation rescheduling sys-

tem integrating both vehicle and crew operation (see Fig. 1).  That

system predicts the train schedules based on originally planned

schedule, actual schedule results and schedule change information;

and it also takes into account the current usage by passengers, and

finally suggests operation rescheduling plans up to full recovery of

the train schedule.

2.1 Applicable Line Sections

Development of this system was for line sections under the control of

ATOS (Autonomous decentralized Transport Operation control

System) that has functions such as train schedule prediction.  Those

line sections vary in terms of the difficulty of operation rescheduling;

so, we aimed at a system that is highly universal and usable for any line

section.  Specifically, we undertook the development of a basic algo-

rithm that can be applied even to the Chuo Rapid Service line (between

Tokyo and Takao stations), the most difficult line for operation

rescheduling.  However, we actually modeled the system development

on the Chuo Sobu line (between Chiba and Mitaka stations), which

already has the vehicle and crew operation rescheduling support system

and the operational changes transmission system developed in the past.
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In the operation rescheduling dispatchers that implement when transport disruption occurs due to vehicle failures or accidents

causing injury or death, much rearrangement of operations needs to be made appropriately and quickly.  Otherwise it will take a

long time to get return to the regular train schedule.  But the fact is, such operation rescheduling work currently relies on the intu-

ition and experience of dispatchers.  We have completed a system to support partial operation rescheduling tasks, but its functions

are insufficient because the system cannot yet take into account the total train schedule when supporting such tasks.

In light of those circumstances, we have developed a system that predicts the train schedules based on data from the operation

management system and suggests operation rescheduling plans in consideration of usage by passengers and the total train

schedule.
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Fig.1: Operation Rescheduling System
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2.2 Operation Rescheduling Algorithm

In order to recover from the disrupted train schedule, sometimes we

have to cancel some trains; but that makes it difficult to secure trans-

port capacity appropriate to the current usage of passengers.  Thus,

we gave this algorithm the function to determine necessary operation

rescheduling while transporting passengers from crowded platforms

based on judgment of current passenger usage from daily usage data.

2.3 Train Schedule Evaluation Logic

The evaluation logic divides the train schedule into grids by stations

and time slots, and it obtains the passenger usage data of each grid.

Then, the logic determines passenger usage (transport volume) for

the number of trains (transport capacity) based on that data (see Fig.

2).

2.4 Basic Algorithm

The basic algorithm is as follows.

(1) Dispatchers input the time of operation restart, based on judg-

ment of the situation regarding the transport disruption.

(2) The system runs a simulation of the delays and congestion of

trains according to the train schedule prediction upon the input

time of operation resumption and the current status of passenger

usage (from the all-line transport survey results etc.)

(3) Dispatchers carry out operation rescheduling, setting the trans-

port capacity at passenger load of 150% (a temporary value).

(4) Dispatchers set the acceptable operation intervals and train delays

after setting the transport capacity.

(5) The system runs a simulation of the operation rescheduling to

make a suggestion, and dispatchers evaluate that suggestion based

on factors such as the number of trains, the required time until

recovery to the regular train schedule, the total delay time and the

operation intervals.  When dispatchers find any problems, they

have to make the system run a simulation again upon changing

the above-mentioned parameters as required.

By repeating this process, the system suggests the optimal opera-

tion rescheduling plan.

As explained above, the aim of this operation rescheduling system is

to support the operation rescheduling tasks of dispatchers, to find

problems earlier, and finally to achieve overall well-balanced opera-

tion rescheduling.

2.5 Color Indication Function

The developed system gives more clear indication with colors of the

current usage by passengers based on the above-mentioned train

schedule evaluation logic (Fig. 3).  Using this function, the current

usage by passengers and the excess and deficiency of trains can be eas-

ily understood thorough color variation per area separated by station

interval and time slot.

2.6 Verification Test and Considerations

2.6.1 Verification Test

Using an actual transport disruption as an example, we conducted a

comparison test of the operation rescheduling plan by the system and

the actual operation rescheduling by dispatchers (Fig. 4).  The exam-

ple transport disruption occurred due to an accident causing injury

on the track for trains bound for Chiba at Shinkoiwa station on the

Sobu line at 18:00 July 14, 2006, and the train operation resumed at

18:30 on the same day.

Fig.3: Color Indication (Grid Width: 90 sec.)
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Fig.2: Disrupted Train Schedule and Evaluation of the Grid for That
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2.6.2 Consideration of Verification Test Result

In this test, we evaluated factors such as the time till recovery to the

regular train schedule, the total delay time, the operation interval, the

number of delayed trains and the number of canceled trains (Fig. 5),

and we found that the prototype algorithm of this development has

no problems for the most part.  Each method and algorithm received

favorable review from dispatchers in that they are consistent with the

actual operation rescheduling instructions.

Those evaluation results were obtained just in simulation.  We will

make further verification as to whether the plans suggested by the

operation rescheduling system work well in the actual situations.

As described, we have developed an operation rescheduling system

using an operation rescheduling algorithm based on the know-how

of dispatchers, taking into account the current usage by passengers

(the all-line transport survey results etc.).  The verification tests of the

system by people such as dispatchers at the Tokyo General

Dispatcher's Office proved that, while some adjustments are neces-

sary, the basic functions of the system are for the most part useful.

We used the study results about the operation of vehicle and crew as

well as the all-line transport survey results data for the current usage

by passengers.  In the future, we will make use of the Suica data and

study usage by passengers at transport disruptions to achieve opera-

tion rescheduling more appropriate to the actual usage by passengers

with less backtracking.

Although there remain many challenges be for the system can be put

into practical use, we are aiming to achieve an operation rescheduling

system that can perform that rescheduling equal to, or even better

than, that by dispatchers.
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